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Abstract
In a collection of classical papers, R. Nunke studied radicals R on the category of abelian
groups constructed using extensions of the integers. In particular, the sequences in RExt(A; G)
were called R-pure. In this paper several types of purity related to R-purity are discussed. Projec-
tive and injective resolutions of an arbitrary group are constructed, providing interesting examples
of dual classes of groups. One particular variation, that of R∗-purity, is shown to have many
of the advantages of R-purity, while suering from fewer of its drawbacks, e.g., every group
has an R∗-injective hull and the class of R∗-projectives is closed under arbitrary subgroups. The
most important example is R=p, where  is an ordinal. When  is a limit, p-purity and
its generalizations are closely related to the completion of groups in the -topology. Although
these are the motivating examples, many of the results are stated in a substantially more general
context. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 20K10; 20K35; 20K40
0. Introduction
Many techniques exist for generating interesting classes of short exact sequences, i.e.,
subfunctors of Ext(A;G). In various contexts these are referred to as proper sequences,
or a relative homological algebra, though we will prefer the term purity. Variations
on our construction of types of purity have appeared in the literature, especially from
a more categorical perspective (see, e.g., [6]). For this reason, we will omit the proofs
of a number of routine results at the beginning of the paper.
LetA be the category of reduced abelian groups. By a transformation of the identity
(or simply, a transformation) we will mean a pair T=(F;), where F :A!A is a
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covariant functor, and = fG: G 2Ag is a natural transformation from the identity
functor to F . More precisely, a transformation assigns to every reduced group G,
another reduced group FG and a homomorphism G :G!FG such that for every
A; B2A, f 7!Ff gives a homomorphism from Hom(A; B) to Hom(FA; FB), which
preserves identities and compositions, and satises Ff  A=B  f. We can extend
T to the category of all abelian groups by dening FG to be FG0, where G0 is the
reduced part of G.
If T=(F;) is a transformation, a short exact sequence E : 0!G!X !A! 0
will be said to be T-pure if it is in the kernel of the homomorphism
Ext(A; G) : Ext(A;G)!Ext(A; FG):
In other words, i the diagram
can be competed. This terminology allows us to speak of the T-projective and
T-injective groups.
Our objective is to construct interesting transformations T for which there are
enough T-projectives and injectives (T has enough projectives (resp., injectives)
if given any group A (resp., G), there is a T-pure sequence 0!G!X !A! 0
such that X is T-projective (resp., T-injective)). When this is the case, we can view
the class of T-projectives to be dual to the class of T-injectives. We provide a large
number of examples of such dual classes.
We say the transformation T is injective if FG is T-injective for all groups G.
If T is an injective transformation, then T-purity has enough injectives, which can be
described as the groups whose reduced parts are summands of groups of the form FX .
Our strategy is to start with an injective transformation T and then to describe some
general circumstances in which T-purity also has enough projectives.
A preradical assigns to each abelian group G a subgroup RG such that if f :A!B
is a homomorphism, then f(RA)RB. If, in addition, G=RG is reduced for every
group G, we say R is reduced, and if R(G=RG) is always 0, then R is a radical.
If T=(F;) is a transformation, then we can dene a reduced preradical by letting
RG be the kernel of G :G!FG. We further dene SQ to be the cokernel of G and
G :FG!QG to be the natural epimorphism, so there is an exact sequence
0!RG −!G G−!FG G−!QG! 0:
Conversely, two transformations naturally arise from a reduced preradical, R. The
most elementary is Rw, where FwG=G=RG and G!FwG is the natural epimorphism.
In a slightly less obvious vein, if we let G=Ext(Q=Z; G) be the cotorsion hull
of G, and we let FG=G=R(G), then there are compositions G!G!G=R(G);
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and we have dened a transformation which we denote by R. Note that there is a
morphism of transformations Rw!R.
If E : 0!Z! T!H! 0 is exact, then for any group G there is an exact sequence
G (=Hom(Z; G))!Ext(H;G)!Ext(T; G)! 0:
If we let FG=Ext(H;G) and QG=Ext(T; G), then R=(FG;) is a transformation,
E is a representing sequence for R, and the corresponding preradical R is repre-
sentable. If H torsion (resp., p-primary), then R will be said to be cotorsion (resp., p-
coprimary). For example, if E is the sequence 0!Z!Q!Q=Z! 0, then FG=G
is the cotorsion hull of G and RG is the maximal divisible subgroup of G. The study
of representable preradicals was initiated by Nunke in a sequence of fundamental
papers [8{11].
If R is represented by the sequence E, we now have dened the notions of Rw,
R and R-purity (we usually refer to these as Rw, R and R-purity, respectively).
In fact, the sequence E is R-pure i it represents an element of RExt(A;G). Nunke
showed that there are enough projectives for R-purity i our representing sequence can
be chosen with H an R-projective, and in this case FG=Ext(H;G) will always be
R-injective, so that R is an injective transformation. It turns out that Rw and R-purity
are better behaved than R-purity in several respects. For example, the projectives and
injectives can be readily described, any group has an injective hull, and projectivity
is strongly hereditary, in the sense that an arbitrary subgroup of a projective remains
projective. In addition, the class of groups A for which RExt(A;G) always agrees with
RExt(A;G) is quite large, and contains many of the groups which have appeared in
applications.
We can blend transformations and preradicals in other ways. If T is a transformation
and S is a preradical, let FSG= −1G (SQG)FG. Note that G actually maps G into
FSG, giving another transformation, TS =(FS; ). We show (Theorem 1) that if T is
injective, then so is TS . If T is an injective transformation with enough projectives,
and S is a representable cotorsion preradical with enough projectives, then TS is not
only injective, but it also has enough projectives. In fact, a group A is TS -projective
i there is an exact sequence 0!AW ! Y ! Z! 0, where Z is S-projective and
Y is T-projective. This provides a technique for creating a large class of versions of
purity, all of which contain enough projectives and injectives.
The most important example of a representable p-coprimary preradical with enough
projectives is p, where  is an ordinal or the symbol 1. This is represented by
any exact sequence 0!Z! T!H! 0, where H is totally projective of length 
and Z=pT . We denote the corresponding transformation by P. The pw (= (P
)w)-
injectives are the groups whose reduced part is p-bounded, and the pw-projectives are
the so-called weak p-projectives, so that these classes are dual. The p (= (P
))-
injective groups are those whose reduced part is a p-bounded cotorsion group, and the
p-projectives are those groups which are isomorphic to a subgroup of a p
-projective,
so that these classes are dual, also. More generally, whenever S is a representable
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cotorsion radical with enough projectives (such as p), then there are enough pS -
injectives and pS -projectives, and these dual classes can be satisfactorily described.
Because of the importance of totally projective groups, it is logical to consider those
p-groups A which are -totally projective in the sense that A=pA is p-projective for
every ordinal . It is shown that any -totally projective group of countable length is
totally projective. It is also readily seen that any IT group is -totally projective, so that
these notions are distinct (an IT group is one which embeds as an isotype subgroup
of a totally projective group). This provides a new homological proof of the classical
result of Hill that an IT group of countable length is totally projective.
Finally, in the case where =  is a limit ordinal, pp (= (P
)p) and p-purity are
closely related to the -topology (the linear topology utilizing fpGg< as a neighbor-
hood base of 0). Two transformations are considered, the completion in the -topology,
LG, and the transformation KG, which is dened to be the subgroup of LG satisfy-
ing the condition that KG=(G=pG) is the divisible subgroup of LG=(G=pG). It is
shown that a sequence is pp -pure (resp., p

-pure) i the corresponding subsequence
of torsion subgroups is L-pure (resp., K-pure), and that both purities have enough
projectives and injectives, which are closely related to the corresponding groups for
pp and p

-purity.
1. Transformation of the identity
Proposition 1. The class of transformations can be made into a category; whose mor-
phisms are natural transformations  = fG: G 2Ag :F!F 0 such that for each G;
G  G =0G. This category has arbitrary products; an initial object; which is the
identity transformation and a terminal object; which maps all of A to 0.
Proposition 2. If   :T!T0 is a morphism of transformations; then any T-pure
sequence is T0-pure. In particular; any T0-projective group is T-projective and any
T0-injective group is T-injective.
Denote the class of T-pure sequences by ExtT(A;G).
Lemma 1. If T is a transformation; then ExtT(A;G) is a bifunctor.
Corollary 1. Suppose T is a transformation; A is a subgroup of B and B is a sub-
group of C.
(a) If A is T-pure in C; then A is T-pure in B.
(b) If B is T-pure in C; then B=A is T-pure in C=A.
If T is a transformation, and G is a group, we let RG and QG denote the kernel
and cokernel of G, respectively, so that RG is a preradical. Let DG denote a divisible
hull of RG, and IG=FGDG. The inclusion RG!DG extends to a homomorphism
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 :G!DG. Consider the exact sequence
0!G (G;)−! IG! IG=G! 0: (1)
This sequence is T-pure, since G factors through (G; ). It is straightforward to show
that IG=G=QG (DG=RG). In particular, if QG is divisible, then so is
IG=G.
Proposition 3. If T is a transformation and G is a reduced group; then the following
are equivalent:
(a) G is T-injective;
(b) if f :X !G is a homomorphism; then there is a homomorphism g :FX !G
such that f= g  X ;
(c) G :G!FG is a split monomorphism.
Proof. Suppose G is T-injective and f :X !G is a homomorphism. By T-purity,
the map f extends to g : IX =FX DX !G. Now, since DX is divisible and G is
reduced, g(DX )= 0, showing that g  X =f.
If G satises (b), then (c) follows by letting X =G and f=1G :G!G.
Finally, if G is a split monomorphism, then for every A, Ext(A;G)!Ext(A; FG)
is a split monomorphism. In particular, its kernel is 0, so G is T-injective.
We say a transformation T is injective if FG is T-injective for every group G. For
reduced groups A and B, there is a homorphism A : Hom(FA; FB)!Hom(A; FB), so
if F is the full subcategory of A consisting of groups of the form FX , then  can be
thought of as exhibiting an adjoint relation between F and the forgetful functor from
F to A. The injectivity of T is equivalent to the surjectivity of these maps. Injective
transformations are examples of the notion of an adjoint system given in [6]. The last
result easily implies the following:
Corollary 2. For a transformation T; the following are equivalent:
(a) T is injective;
(b) for every group G; FG :FG!FFG is a split monomorphism;
(c) a reduced group is T-injective i it is a summand of a group of the form FM .
Note that if T is an injective transformation and I is a reduced T-injective, then
RI =0. If G is an arbitrary group, then G=RG embeds in FG, and it follows that
R(G=RG)= 0, so that R is a radical.
Corollary 3. If T is an injective transformation; then (1) is a T-injective resolution
of G; so that T-purity has enough injectives.
Corollary 4. If T is an injective transformation; then T-purity is transitive in the
sense that if A is T-pure in B and B is T-pure in C; then A is T-pure in C.
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Corollary 5. Suppose T is an injective transformation; 0!A!B!C! 0 is T-pure
and G is a group. Then there is a long exact sequence:
0!Hom(C;G)!Hom(B;G)!Hom(A;G)!
ExtT(C;G)!ExtT(B;G)!ExtT(A;G)!   
ExtkT(C;G)!ExtkT(B;G)!ExtkT(A;G)!   
If T-purity has enough projectives, then the last two results can be dualized; for
example, we can conclude that if A is T-pure in C and B=A is T-pure in C=A, then B
is T-pure in A. The next result was originally proved for p-purity (e.g., see 56.1 of
[1]).
Proposition 4. If T is an injective transformation and C is a subgroup of RG; then
there is a long exact sequence:
0!Hom(A; C)!Hom(A;G)!Hom(A;G=C)!
Ext(A; C)!ExtT(A;G)!ExtT(A;G=C)! 0
Proof. Suppose E : 0!G!X !A! 0 is a short exact sequence and E=C : 0!G=C
!X=C!A! 0. It follows from Corollary 1 that if E is T-pure, then so is E=C.
Conversely, suppose E=C is T-pure. Since C RG, G(C)RFG=0, so G in-
duces a homomorphism 0 :G=C!FG. Since FG is T-injective and E=C is T-pure,
0 extends to a homomorphism X=C!FG. Then X !X=C!FG extends G, showing
that E is T-pure. The result now follows from some elementary diagram
chasing.
Let Q−1G=0, Q0G=G, of G, and for n  1, let QnG=Q(Q(  QG)). Using the
argument for p-purity in [4], we obtain the following result (which will not be utilized
in this eort).
Proposition 5. If T is an injective transformation and B is a subgroup of RA; then
there is long exact sequence
0!Hom(A=B; G)!Hom(A;G)!Hom(B; RG)!
ExtT(A=B; G)!ExtT(A;G)!Ext(B; RG)Hom(B; RQG)!   
ExtkT(A=B; G)!ExtkT(A;G)!Ext(B; RQk−1G)Hom(B; RQkG)!   
A transformation T will be said to be dense if for each G, QG is divisible.
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Lemma 2. If T is a dense transformation; X is reduced and f; g :FG!X; then
f  G = g  G implies f= g.
Note that Lemma 2 implies that when T is a dense injective transformation, then
A : Hom(FA; FB)!Hom(A; FB) is an isomorphism, so that F is a true left adjoint to
the forgetful functor.
Proposition 6. If T is a dense injective transformation; then for any group G;
IG=FGDG is a T-injective hull for G; in the sense that if J is any T-injective
group containing G as a T-pure subgroup; then there is an injective homomorphism
 : IG! J which is the identity on G; whose image is a summand of J .
Proof. By T-purity and injectivity, there are homomorphisms  : J! IG and
 : IG! J which are the identity on G. We will be done if we can show that =
   : IG! IG is an isomorphism. Since it is the identity on RG, and DG is both
the divisible hull of RG and the maximal divisible subgroup of IG, it follows that 
is an isomorphism on DG. Therefore, it induces a homomorphism  :FG!FG such
that   G =G. However, this implies that =1FG, so that  is an isomorphism, as
required.
Proposition 7. SupposeT is a dense injective transformation. Then E : 0!G!X !
A! 0 is T-pure i FE : 0!FG!FX !FA! 0 is a split exact sequence.
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
If FE splits then there is a homomorphism  :FX !FG such that  F=1FG. If =
 X , then   =   X  =   F  G =G, so that E is T-pure.
Conversely, suppose E is T-pure, so there exists a homomorphism  :X !FG such
that   =G. By Proposition 3(b) there is a homomorphism  :FX !FG such that
X = . Now, since (F)G = X = =G, it follows that F=1FG.
Note that (X − F  )  =X   − F    =F  G − F  G =0, so
there is a homomorphism  :A!FX such that   =X − F  . Once again by
Proposition 3(b), there is a homomorphism  :FA!FX such that   A= . Then
(F+F)X =FX+FX =FX+A=F+=X ,
so that F  +   F=1FX . Finally, (F  ) A  =F    =F  (X − F 
)=FX−FF=A. Since  is surjective, it follows that (F)A=A,
and it follows that F  =1FA, proving that FE splits.
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Proposition 8. A dense transformation T is strongly hereditary in the sense that an
arbitrary subgroup of a T-projective is T-projective.
Proof. Suppose P is a T-projective and  :A!P is an injective homomorphism. To
show A is T-projective, suppose 0!G!X !A! 0 is T-pure. We can complete the
following diagram:
0 −−−−−! G −−−−−! X −−−−−! A −−−−−! 0?????y
?????y
?????y f
0 −−−−−! G −−−−−!I G−−−−−! IG=G −−−−−! 0
(2)
Since IG=G is divisible, there is a homomorphism g :P! IG=G such that g=f. If E
is the bottom row of (2), then g(E)2ExtT(P;G)= 0, so that f(E)= (g(E))= 0,
proving that A is, in fact, T-projective.
Corollary 6. Suppose T is a dense transformation with enough projectives. If B
is an arbitrary subgroup of A; then the homomorphism ExtT(A;G)!ExtT(B;G) is
surjective.
Proof. Suppose 0!M!P −! A! 0 is a T-projective resolution of A and Q=
−1B. Then Q is also T-projective and 0!M!Q!B! 0 is T-pure. Considering
the corresponding long exact sequence, we conclude that connecting homomorphism
Hom(M;G)!ExtT(B;G) is surjective. Since this factors through ExtT(A;G), we have
the result.
Corollary 7. If T is a dense injective transformation; then T-purity has global di-
mension at most 1; i.e., Ext2T(A;G) 0. In particular; the sequences in Corollary 5
and Proposition 5 terminate after 6 terms.
Proof. This follows since the group IG=G in (1) is divisible, and hence T-injective.
We say a transformation T is cotorsion if FG is a cotorsion group for every group
G. For example, if 0!Z! T!H! 0 is a representing sequence for the cotorsion
preradical, R, then FG=Ext(H;G) is always cotorsion. This applies, for example, when
T =Q and H =Q=Z, so that FG=G is the cotorsion hull of G and RG is its maximal
divisible subgroup. In this particular case, it is well-known that the R-projectives are
the groups isomorphic to the direct sum of a free group and a torsion group, and
the R-injectives are exactly the groups whose reduced part is cotorsion. Observe that
if T=(F;) is an arbitrary cotorsion transformation, there will be homomorphisms
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G!FG, giving a morphism of transformations. The following, therefore, follows
from Proposition 2.
Corollary 8. If T is a cotorsion transformation; then any T-projective group is
the direct sum of a free group and a T-projective torsion group; and any T-
injective group is the direct sum of a divisible group and a T-injective cotorsion
group.
For a group A, we let tA denote the torsion subgroup of A.
Proposition 9. Suppose T is a cotorsion transformation; E : 0!G!X −! A! 0 is
a short exact sequence, Y =−1(tA) and E0 : 0!G! Y ! tA! 0. Then E is T-pure
i E0 is T-pure.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram:
Ext(A;G) −−−−−! Ext(tA; G)?????y
?????y
Ext(A=tA; FG) −−−−−! Ext(A; FG) −−−−−! Ext(tA; FG)
Since FG is cotorsion and A=tA is torsion-free, Ext(A=tA; FG)= 0, and the result easily
follows.
Corollary 9. If A is a torsion free group; G is a group and T is a cotorsion
transformation; then ExtT(A;G)=Ext(A;G). If T is also injective; then for k>1;
ExtkT(A;G)= 0.
Proof. The rst statement follows immediately from Proposition 9. For the second
statement, note that in the T-injective resolution of G, 0!G! IG! IG=G! 0, both
IG and IG=G will be cotorsion. Therefore, Ext2T(A;G)=Ext1T(A; IG=G)=Ext(A; IG=G)
= 0. For k>2, by induction, ExtkT(A;G)=Extk−1T (A; IG=G)= 0.
Proposition 10. Suppose T is an injective cotorsion transformation with the prop-
erty that every T-pure sequence is pure in the ordinary sense. Then a short exact
sequence E : 0!G!X −! A! 0 is T-pure i the corresponding sequence of torsion
subgroups tE : 0! tG! tX ! tA! 0 is T-pure.
Proof. Purity guarantees that tE is exact. Let Y = −1tA, so E is T-pure i E0 : 0!
G! Y ! tA! 0 is T-pure. Since E0 is a push-out of tE, if tE is T-pure, so is E0.
Conversely, suppose E0 is T-pure. Since G=tG is torsion-free, tG is a T-pure subgroup
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of G. By transitivity, tG is a T-pure subgroup of Y . But this implies that tG is a
T-pure subgroup of tX Y , so that tE is T-pure.
2. Radicals
A reduced preradical R determines a pair of transformations. First, if FwG=G=RG
and w;G :G!FwG is the natural surjection, then Rw =(Fw; w) is a transformation.
Second, if FG=G=RG (where G=Ext(Q=Z; G)) and ;G is the composition
G!G!FG, then R=(F; ) is a (cotorsion) transformation.
For simplicity, we say Rw or R-purity instead of Rw or R-purity. Similar remarks
apply to Rw and R-projectivity and injectivity. The collection of Rw or R-pure se-
quences will be denoted by RwExt(A;G) or RExt(A;G). It is important to note that
neither of these will necessarily agree with RExt(A;G). Since there is a morphism of
transformations Rw!R, we have:
Proposition 11. If R is a reduced preradical; then any Rw-pure exact sequence is R-
pure; so that any R-projective group is Rw-projective and any R-injective group is
Rw-injective.
The next result follows easily from the denitions and Proposition 3.
Proposition 12. If R is a reduced preradical; and G is a reduced group; then
(a) G is Rw-injective i it is R-bounded (i.e.; RG=0);
(b) G is R-injective i it is cotorsion and R-bounded.
Recall, a preradical R is a radical if R(G=RG)= 0 for all G, i.e., i FwG!FwFwG
is always an isomorphism.
Proposition 13. If R is a radical; then Rw and R are dense injective transforma-
tions. In particular; Rw and R-purity are strongly hereditary and they have global
homological dimension at most 1. In addition; a sequence 0!G!X !A! 0 is
Rw-pure i 0!G=RG!X=RX !A=RA! 0 is split exact; and R-pure i 0!G=RG
!X =RX !A=RA! 0 is split exact.
Proof. For all reduced G, it immediately follows that FwG is Rw-injective and QwG=0
is trivially divisible. Regarding R, FG=G=RG is cotorsion and R-bounded, so
that R is injective. In addition, QG=(G=RG)=(G=RG) is an epimorphic image
of G=G, which is divisible, so R is dense. The result therefore follows from
Proposition 7.
If R is a preradical, a group A is a weak R-projective if whenever G is a group,
0! Z! Y !A! 0 is an exact sequence and f : Z!RG is a homomorphism, then f
extends to a homomorphism Y !G (see [3]).
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Proposition 14. If R is a reduced preradical; then a group is Rw-projective i it is a
weak R-projective.
Proof. Suppose A is a weak R-projective, and E : 0!G!X !A! 0 is Rw-pure. By
Rw-purity; E is in the kernel of Ext(A;G)!Ext(A;G=RG). It follows that E is in the
image of Ext(A; RG)!Ext(A;G); so there is a commutative diagram
0 −−−−−!RG −−−−−! Y −−−−−! A −−−−−! 0?????y
?????y
∥∥∥∥∥
0 −−−−−! G −−−−−! X −−−−−! A −−−−−! 0:
Since A is a weak R-projective, the map RG!G factors through Y , showing that E
splits, as desired.
Conversely, suppose A is an Rw-projective, G is a group, f : Z!RG is a homomor-
phism and E : 0! Z! Y !A! 0 is an exact sequence. Since A is an Rw-projective,
the homomorphism Ext(A;G)!Ext(A;G=RG) is injective, so that the homomorphism
g : Ext(A; RG)!Ext(A;G) is zero, where g :RG!G is the inclusion. It follows that
0= g(f(E))= (g f)(E)2Ext(A;G), and this implies that g f factors through Y ,
as required.
Lemma 3. If R is the radical associated with the injective transformation T; then
the group A is T-projective i it is Rw-projective and it has the projective prop-
erty with respect to all sequences of the form EG : 0!G!FG!QG! 0; with
RG=0.
Proof. Since there is a morphism of transformations Rw!T, if A is T-projective,
it must be Rw-projective. Since EG is T-pure, A is projective with respect to it. Con-
versely, suppose A satises these two properties. If G is an arbitrary group, then there
is a commutative diagram:
Ext(A;G) −−−−−! Ext(A; FG)?????y
?????y
Ext(A;G=RG) −−−−−! Ext(A; F(G=RG))
Our hypotheses imply that the left column and bottom row are injective. Therefore, so
is the top row, which implies that A is T-projective.
We now pause to review a couple of properties of representable cotorsion radi-
cals (more details can also be found in [5]). If 0!Z! T!H! 0 is a representing
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sequence for the preradical R, where H is torsion, then there is a transformation
R=(F;), where FG=Ext(H;G) and G :G!FG is the connecting map. There
is an isomorphism  : Ext(A;Ext(H;G))!Ext(H;Ext(A;G)) such that Ext(A;G) =  
Ext(A; G) : Ext(A;G)!Ext(H;Ext(A;G)). It follows that the kernel of ExtR(A; G),
namely those sequences which are R-pure, agrees with the kernel of Ext(A;G), namely
RExt(A;G). A representable preradical R has enough projectives if it has a representing
sequence such that H is R-projective. In this case, RExt(A;Ext(H;G))=
RExt(H;Ext(A;G))= 0, so that Ext(H;G) will always be R-injective, which implies
that R is an injective transformation. By a result of [3], A is a weak R-projective i
there is an exact sequence 0!P!A!B! 0 where P is free and B is a subgroup
of a torsion R-projective. In this case, B will actually be a subgroup of the direct sum
of a collection of copies of H .
Proposition 15. If R is a representable cotorsion preradical with enough projectives;
then there are enough Rw-projectives.
Proof. Suppose A is an arbitrary group. Let 0!X ! Y !A! 0 be a free resolution of
A. If X = LI Z and W =LI T , where 0!Z! T!H! 0 is a representing sequence
for R with H an R-projective, then there is a commutative diagram:
0 −−−−−! X −−−−−! Y −−−−−! A −−−−−! 0?????y
?????y
∥∥∥∥∥
0 −−−−−! W −−−−−! Z −−−−−! A −−−−−! 0?????y
?????yL
I H =
L
I H
Since Z is an extension of the free group Y by the torsion R-projective
L
I H , it is
a weak R-injective. Since W !W=RW = LI T=LI Z= LI H clearly extends to Z!L
I H , we can conclude that 0!W ! Z!A! 0 is Rw-pure, and so an Rw-projective
resolution of A.
In another direction, suppose S is a radical and T=(F;) is a transformation. For
each group G, let G :FG!QG be the natural map, and let FSG= −1G (SQG), so that
G can be thought of as a homomorphism into FSG. It easily follows that TS =(FS; )
is a transformation. As an example of this construction, suppose T=(F;) is an
injective cotorsion transformation with corresponding preradical R, and SG gives the
maximal divisible subgroup of G. Note that the homomorphism G!FG uniquely
extends to a homomorphism  :G!FG, and since RFG=0, this determines a homo-
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morphism 0 :G=RG!FG. Further, the homomorphism G!G determines a homo-
morphism FG!FG, and it can easily be seen that the composition G!FG!FG
must agree with G . It follows that 0 is an embedding of FG=G=RG in FG.
Since R is a dense transformation, FG=(G=RG) is divisible, and we can conclude
that FGFSG. Conversely, since FGFG are reduced and cotorsion, we can con-
clude that FG=FG is reduced, so that FSGFG. This implies that we can identify R
and TS .
Theorem 1. If T is an injective transformation and S is a radical; then TS is also
injective.
Proof. Let G be some group. We must show that FSG :FSG!FSFSG splits. Since T
is injective, we have RFSGRFG=0. We construct a diagram
0 −−−−−! FSG −−−−−! FSFSG −−−−−! SQFSG −−−−−! 0∥∥∥∥∥
?????y 
?????y h
0 −−−−−! FSG −−−−−! FFSG −−−−−! QFSG −−−−−! 0∥∥∥∥∥
?????y f
?????y g
0 −−−−−! FSG −−−−−! FG −−−−−! FG=FSG −−−−−! 0:
Note the middle row is T-pure and FG is T-injective, so that the homomorphism
f exists, which implies that g exists, also. Now, FG=FSG=QG=SQG, and since S is
a radical, S(FG=FSG)= 0. It follows that if h : SQFSG!QFSG is the inclusion, then
g  h=0. It follows that the top row of our diagram splits, as desired.
Theorem 2. If T is an injective transformation with enough projectives; and S is
a representable cotorsion radical with enough projectives; then TS also has enough
projectives. The group A is TS -projective i there is an exact sequence
0!AW ! Y ! Z! 0;
where Y is T-projective and Z is S-projective.
Proof. We begin by showing that a group of the above form is TS -projective. We
may clearly assume W =0, which we do. Since there is a morphism Rw!T; Y is
Rw-projective. Since Rw is dense, by Proposition 8, we can conclude that A is Rw-
projective. By Lemma 3, we need to show that A has the projective property with
respect to a sequence of the form 0!G!FSG! SQG! 0, with RG=0. There
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is a commutative diagram,
0 −−−−−! G −−−−−! FSG −−−−−! SQG −−−−−! 0∥∥∥∥∥
?????y
?????y
0 −−−−−! G −−−−−! FG −−−−−! QG −−−−−! 0:
Since Z is a (weak) S-projective, it follows that a homomorphism f :A! SQG ex-
tends to a homomorphism g : Y !QG. Since Y is T-projective and the bottom row is
T-pure, g factors through a homomorphism Y !FG. This, in turn, implies that f
factors through FSG, as required.
We now show that there are enough TS -projectives, and that these projectives must
be of the indicated form. Suppose A is a group, and 0!N!P!A! 0 is a free
resolution of A. If 0!Z! T!H! 0 is a representing sequence for S with H an
S-projective, and P=
L
I Z, then let V =
L
I T=N . Since N P= S(
L
I T ), it fol-
lows that SV =P=N =A, and we let Z =V=SV = LI H , which is S-projective. Let
0!W ! Y −! V ! 0 be a T-projective resolution of V . Since this sequence is
T-pure, there is a commutative diagram:
0 −−−−−! W −−−−−! Y −−−−−! V −−−−−! 0∥∥∥∥∥
?????y
?????y
W −−−−−! FW −−−−−! QW −−−−−! 0
It follows that A= SV maps into SQW , so that if U = −1(SV ), then 0!W !
U!A! 0 is TS -pure. Since Y is T-projective and Y=U =V=SV = Z is S-projective,
U is TS -projective so that we have constructed a TS -projective resolution of A. There-
fore, TS has enough projectives. Finally, if A is TS -projective, then U =AW , and
so the sequence 0!AW ! Y ! Z! 0 shows that A has the required
form.
Corollary 10. If R is a representable cotorsion radical with enough projectives; then
a group A is R-projective i it is a subgroup of an R-projective i A= tAP; where
P is free and tA is a torsion weak R-projective. There are enough R-projectives.
Proof. If SG denotes the maximal divisible subgroup of G, then S is a representable
cotorsion preradical with enough projectives and R=RS R. It follows that any
R-projective, and since R is dense, any subgroup of an R-projective is R-projective.
Note also that any R-projective splits into a free component and a torsion component,
so the same is true of any subgroup. Conversely, By Theorem 2, any R-projective
can be embedded in an R-projective, and there are enough of them.
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Corollary 11. If R is a representable p-coprimary radical with enough projectives;
then R-purity and R-purity are equivalent i R-purity is strongly hereditary.
Proof. The class of R-projectives agrees with the class of R-projectives i R is
strongly hereditary.
Although not a complete characterization, the following does give some information
on the structure of TS -injectives.
Proposition 16. Suppose T is an injective; cotorsion transformation and S is a rad-
ical. If G is TS -injective; then R(SQG)= 0. Conversely; if G is cotorsion; R-bounded
and tSQG is TS -projective; then G is a TS -injective.
Proof. Assume G is R-bounded and cotorsion. Note G is TS -injective i the sequence
0!G!FSG! SQG! 0 splits. If G is TS -injective, then SQG is a summand of
FSGFG. Since RFG=0, it follows that R(SQG)= 0. Conversely, if t(SQG) is TS -
projective and X = −1G (t(SQG))FSG, then 0!G!X ! t(SQG)! 0 is TS -pure and
hence splitting. Since G is cotorsion, the map Ext(SQG;G)!Ext(tSQG;G) is an iso-
morphism, so that G is a summand of FSG, as required.
If T is an injective, cotorsion transformation and S is any reduced radical, there are
inclusions RTS T. It follows that R is the smallest such transformation and
that for all A and G, RExt(A;G)ExtTS (A;G)ExtT(A;G). Let AT be the class of
all groups A such that ExtT(A;G)=RExt(A;G) for all groups G. So if A2AT, then
TS -purity does not depend upon S at all.
Proposition 17. If T is an injective; cotorsion transformation; then the class AT
contains the torsion-free groups; the T-projective groups; and the divisible
groups.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 9 that if A is torsion-free, then ExtT(A;G)=
Ext(A;G)=RExt(A;G). If A is T-projective, then RExt(A;G)ExtT(A;G)= 0. As-
sume now that A is divisible. If E : 0!G!X !A! 0 is T-pure, then G :G!FG
extends to a homomorphism  :X !FG. This, in turn, determines a homomorphism
A=X=G!QG, but since A is divisible, we can conclude that (X )FG. The last
statement, however, implies that E is actually R-pure.
Proposition 18. Suppose T is an injective; cotorsion transformation and 0!A1!
A2!A3! 0 is R-pure.
(a) If A1 and A3 are in AT; then so is A2.
(b) If A2 is in AT; then so is A3.
(c) If A2 is in AT and A3 has T-pure projective dimension at most 1; then A1 is
in AT.
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Proof. Note rst that the sequence is also T-pure. Consider the commutative diagram,
Hom(A1; G) −−! RExt(A3; G) −−! RExt(A2; G) −−! RExt(A1; G) −−! 0∥∥∥∥
???y
???y
???y
Hom(A1; G) −−! ExtT(A3; G) −−! ExtT(A2; G) −−! ExtT(A1; G)
Both (a) and (b) follow easily, and (c) follows since the condition onT-pure projective
dimension guarantees the map ExtT(A2; G)!ExtT(A1; G) is surjective.
For the sake of comparison with other results, we close this section with the follow-
ing analogue of Proposition 7, whose proof we leave to the reader (we will not need it
in the sequel). The author is unsure if the corresponding result for TS -purity is valid.
Proposition 19. If R is a representable cotorsion radical with enough projectives; then
a short exact sequence 0!G!X !A! 0 is R-pure i 0!FG!FX !FA! 0 is
split exact.
3. The radical p
The generic example of a representable p-coprimary radical with enough projec-
tives is p; which is represented by any sequence 0!Z! T!H! 0 where H is
p-projective and Z=pT . It is frequently useful to assume H is a totally projective
group of length . We denote the corresponding transformation by P=(F;); where
FG=Ext(H;G). Since these notions are really local to the prime p; there will be little
loss of generality, but a gain in clarity, if we assume in this section that all groups are
localized at the prime p. In other words, we are actually working in the category of
modules over the integers localized at p. In this case the cotorsion hull of the reduced
group G will be G=Ext(Zp1 ; G).
The last section can be applied to produce an abundance of dual classes of groups.
For example, by considering p-projectivity, we see that the class of subgroups of
p-projectives is dual to the class of groups whose reduced part is p-bounded and
cotorsion. Similarly, using pw-purity, the class of weak p
-projectives is dual to the
class of groups whose reduced part is p-bounded.
We begin with the following observation:
Proposition 20. Suppose R is a representable p-coprimary radical with enough
projectives; and n<!. Then pnR is also such a radical. Also; for all groups A and
G; (pnR)wExt(A;G)=pn(RwExt(A;G)) and (pnR)Ext(A;G)=pn(RExt(A;G)).
Proof. If 0!Z! T!H! 0 is a representing sequence for R with H an R projective;
then 0!hpni!T! T=hpni! 0 can easily seen to be an appropriate representing se-
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quence for pnR. Let D be a divisible hull for A. By Corollary 6 we have surjections
RwExt(D;G)!RwExt(A;G) and RExt(D;G)!RExt(A;G); so it suces to assume
that A is divisible. It follows from Proposition 4 (with C =pnRG) that (pnR)wExt(A;G)
can be identied with Ext(A; pnRG)=pnExt(A; RG); which can be identied with
pn(RwExt(A;G)) (again by Proposition 4). Finally, by Proposition 17, (pnR)Ext(A;G)
=pnRExt(A;G)=pn(RExt(A;G)).
We now wish to consider the relationship betweeen p-purity and p-purity in
more detail. Certainly p-purity has many useful properties that may not be shared
by p-purity. For example, every group has a p-injective hull and p

-purity is al-
ways strongly hereditary. Note that p-purity can be dened by induction using the
formula:
pExt(A;G)=
(
p(pExt(A;G)) if =  + 1 is isolated;T
< p
Ext(A;G) otherwise.
Proposition 20 shows that half of this denition remains valid for p-purity, that is,
p+1 Ext(A;G)=p(p

Ext(A;G)); so the dierence between the two is attributable to
their behavior at limit ordinals.
Proposition 21. For an ordinal ; p-purity is equivalent to p-purity i <!2=
!+ !.
Proof. By a result of [11], p-purity is strongly hereditary i <!2.
Proposition 22. If !2; then the subgroup pExt(A;G) depends upon A and G; in
the sense that there are groups A; A0; G and G0 such that Ext(A;G) is isomorphic to
Ext(A0; G0); but no isomorphism will take pExt(A;G) to p

Ext(A
0; G0).
Proof. Let A be a p-group which is p-projective, but not p
-projective. There is a
G such that pExt(A;G)= 0 6=pExt(A;G). Note Ext(A;G) is reduced cotorsion, so if
A0=Zp1 and G0=Ext(A;G); then Ext(A0; G0)=G0=Ext(A;G); but pExt(A0; G0)=
pExt(A;G) 6=0=pExt(A;G); proving the result.
Recall that if  is a limit ordinal, then a p-group A is a C i A=pA is p-projective
for all <.
Proposition 23. Suppose  is a limit ordinal of countable conality. If A is a C then
A is in Ap .
Proof. There is a p-pure subgroup BA which is totally projective such that the
quotient, A=B is divisible (see [12]). Now, since A=B is divisible, 0!B!A!A=B! 0
is p-pure. By Proposition 17, B and A=B are in Ap ; so by Proposition 18(b), A is
in Ap ; too.
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Note that a cotorsion group C is -totally injective, in the sense that for any ,
C=pC is p-injective. In fact, if R is any radical, then C=RC is R-injective.
Proposition 24. Suppose  is a countable ordinal and A is a p-group of length 
which is -totally projective, in the sense that A=pA is p-projective for each .
Then A is totally projective.
Proof. If = +1 is isolated, then by induction, A=pA is totally projective, and this
implies that A is totally projective, also. Therefore, we may assume that  is a limit.
By induction, A=pA is totally projective for each <; i.e., A is a C group. Therefore,
A is in Ap ; i.e. for all G; pExt(A;G)=pExt(A;G)= 0. So A is p
-projective; and
hence totally projective.
Recall that A is an IT-group if it can be embedded as an isotype subgroup in some
totally projective group.
Proposition 25. Any IT group is -totally projective.
Proof. If A is an isotype subgroup of the totally projective group C; then for each
ordinal , A=pA can be embedded in C=pC; which is also totally projective. This
implies that A=pA is p-projective, and hence that A is -totally projective.
Observe that this provides a new, homological proof of the following classical
result:
Corollary 12. An IT group of countable length is totally projective.
Proof. Such a group will be -totally projective, and hence totally projective.
We include the following for purposes of comparison.
Proposition 26. Suppose A and G are groups and =  +  is an ordinal.
(a) If G is p-injective; then p
G is p-injective:
(b) If G is p-injective; then G=p
G is p-injective.
(c) If pG is p-injective and G=pG is p

-injective; then G is p-injective.
(d) If A is p-projective; then p
A is p-projective.
(e) If B is an arbitrary torsion subgroup of A; B is p-projective and A=B is p

-
projective; then A is p-projective.
(f) If A is p-projective; and G is any group; then Tor(A;G) is p

-projective.
(g) There is a p!2 -projective group A such that A=p
!A is not p!2 -projective.
(h) There is a p!2 -projective group A and another group G such that Ext(A;G) is
not p!2 -injective.
(i) There is a p!2 -injective group G and another group A such that Ext(A;G) is
not p!2 -injective.
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Proof. Parts (a){(c) follow easily from the fact that the reduced p-injectives are
simply the p-bounded cotorsion groups.
For part (d), we may assume A is a torsion group which is a subgroup of a totally
projective group X of length . Then pA is a subgroup of pX; and since the latter
group is p-projective, the result follows.
Turning to (e), note that A=B=X Y; where X is a subgroup of a torsion p-
projective and Y is free. It follows that A= tAY; and we may clearly assume A= tA
is torsion. Since B is weakly p-projective and A=B is weakly p-projective, it follows
that A is weakly p-projective (Corollary 163 of [2]), proving this part.
Now to establish (f), assume A is a subgroup of the p-projective group B. Then
Tor(A;G) can be viewed as a subgroup of Tor(B;G); and the latter is p-projective.
For (g) and (h), since p!2 -purity does not agree with p
!2-purity, there is a p!2 -
projective p-group A which is not p!2-projective. In fact, in [11] a weak p!2-projective
p-group A was constructed such that A=p!A has a summand which is an unbounded
torsion-complete group. This clearly established (g). In addition, since A is not p!2-
projective, there is a group G such that p!2Ext(A;G) 6=0; so that Ext(A;G) is not
p!2 -injective, proving (h).
Finally for (i), since p!2-purity and p!2 -purity disagree, there is a p
!2
 -injective
group G which fails to be p!2-injective. So p!2Ext(A;G) 6=0 for some group A;
nishing the result.
If we consider the corresponding statements for p-purity, (a), (d) and (f) remain
true without amendment. Part (e) is false for arbitrary subgroups, but is valid for
B=pA. In addition, (g){(i) are true statements: if A is p-projective then A=pA
is p-projective and Ext(A;G) is p-injective, as it is if G is p-injective. Regarding
part (b), if G is p-injective we can conclude that G=pG is p-injective, though it
may not be p-injective. Finally, for (c), there is a group G such that p!G and G=p!G
are p!-injective (i.e., algebraically compact), such that G is not p!2-injective.
We turn now to another natural construction. If  is a limit ordinal and G is a
group, then the -topology on G is the linear topology utilizing fpG: <g as a
neighborhood base of 0. The completion of G in this topology is the direct limit
of G=pG (<); utilizing the natural maps between these groups. Let L be the
transformation where G! LG is the obvious map. The kernel of this homomorphism
is pG and we denote LG=(G=pG) by VG. Let KG be the subgroup of LG such
that KG=(G=pG) is the maximal divisible subgroup of VG; so that G!KG gives
a dense transformation, K. Clearly, K=(L)p1 .
Proposition 27. If  is a limit ordinal; then both L and K are injective transfor-
mations.
Proof. Since LG can be viewed as a subgroup of
Q
< G=p
G; there are natural
homomorphisms LG=pLG!G=pG. These t together to give a homomorphism
LLG! LG which is a left inverse to the natural homomorphism LG! LLG; so
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that L is an injective transformation. Similar reasoning applies to K; in fact, KG
will always be isomorphic to KKG.
For simplicity, we refer to L and K-purity, as opposed to L and K-purity, re-
spectively. The proof of the last result shows that 0!G=pG! LG!VG! 0 is
pw-pure for all <. In particular, this implies that it is p-pure. Once again, let
0!Z! T!H! 0 be a representing sequence for p with H totally projective and
pT =Z; FG=Ext(H;G); and QG=Ext(T; G).
Lemma 4. If  is a limit ordinal and G is a p-group; then there is a natural embed-
ding LG!FpG which contains the torsion subgroup of FpG. Similarly; there is a
natural embedding of KG!FG which contains the torsion subgroup of FG.
Proof. There is an exact sequence 0!G=pG!FG −!QG! 0: By Proposition 4
(with A=H and C =pG), we can identify FG and F(G=pG); which implies that
the sequence is actually p-pure. It follows that G=pG is an isotype subgroup of FG.
We rst claim that FG=Ext(H;G) is complete in the -topology. Since H = Li< Hi;
where each Hi is totally projective of length less than , FG=
Q
i Ext(Hi; G). By
projectivity, each Ext(Hi; G) is discrete, and hence complete, in the -topology, so that
their product is also complete, as required. It follows that we can identify LG with
the closure of G=pG in FG;
T
<((G=p
G) + pFG). Suppose rst that x2LG.
Note that (x)2 T< pQG=pQG; so that x2FpG. Therefore, LGFpG.
Suppose now that x2 tFpG. It follows that (x)2ptQG. If <; then from
properties of p-purity, there is a y2pFG such that (y)= (x). Therefore, x2T
<((G=p
G) + pFG)=LG.
The second statement is proved similarly.
Corollary 13. If  is a limit ordinal; then an L-pure sequence is pp -pure and a
K-pure sequence is p-pure.
Theorem 3. Suppose  is a limit ordinal and E : 0!G!X !A! 0 is exact. Then E
is pp -pure i the sequence of torsion subgroups tE : 0! tG! tX ! tA! 0 is L-pure.
Similarly; E is p-pure i tE is K-pure.
Proof. Since Pp is a cotorsion transformation, by Proposition 10, E is p

p -pure i tE
is pp -pure, so it suces to assume all of the groups are torsion. In this case, since
X is torsion and the torsion subgroups of LG and FpG agree, G!FpG extends to
X i G! LG extends to X . So tE is pp -pure i it is L-pure. The other statement
is proved in the same way.
Theorem 4. If  is a limit ordinal of uncountable conality; then the group A is
L-projective i there exist groups W; Y and Z; and an exact sequence
0!AW ! Y ! Z! 0;
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where Z is p-projective and Y = LI Bi; and for each i there is a < such that
pBi=0 or Z; and Bi=pBi is totally projective. There are enough L-projectives.
Proof. We rst show that a group of the above form is L-projective. Suppose Z = tZ 
N; where N is free, and N 0 is a summand of Y mapping isomorphically onto N . There
is, then, an exact sequence
0 −−−−−! AW N 0 −−−−−! Y −−−−−! tZ −−−−−! 0:
If we can show AW N 0 is L-projective, it follows that A is L-projective. There-
fore, it suces to assume Z = tZ is a torsion p-projective and N =N 0=W =0.
Since Y is a direct sum of groups which are pw-projective, it follows that Y is, also.
Therefore, since pw-projectivity is absolutely hereditary, A is a weak p
-projective.
By Lemma 3 we need to show A has the projective property with respect to any
sequence of the form 0!G! LG!VG! 0; with pG=0. If 0!Z! T!H! 0
is a representing sequence for p and H is totally projective, there is a commutative
diagram
0 −−−−−! G −−−−−! LG −−−−−! VG −−−−−! 0∥∥∥∥∥
?????y
?????y
0 −−−−−! G −−−−−! Ext(H;G) −−−−−! Ext(T; G) −−−−−! 0
and we can identify LG with the closure of G in Ext(H;G) in the -topology, and
VGpExt(T; G). Note that the bottom row of this diagram is actually a p-pure
injective resolution of G.
Since Z is a (weak) p-projective, a homomorphism f :A!VG extends to a ho-
momorphism g : Y !Ext(T; G). If we can show that g factors through Ext(H;G); then
it follows that f factors through LG; proving the result; so assume B=Bi is one of
the factors of Y . If < and pB=0; then B is p-projective, so gjB factors through
Ext(H;G); since this lower row is p-pure. Next, assume pB= hxi=Z. Since Z is
a p-group, there is an integer n such that pnx2A: Since LG can be identied with
the closure of G; there is a u2p+nExt(H;G) such that (u)=f(pnx). We can ex-
tend the assignment pnx 7! u to a homomorphism h :B!Ext(H;G). Note gjB −   h
determines a homomorphism B=hpnxi!Ext(T; G). Since B=hpnxi is p+n-projective,
there is a homomorphism k :B!Ext(H;G) such that   k = gjB −   h: Therefore,
g= jB  (h+ k); and this part is done.
We now show that every group has an L-projective resolution and that every L-
projective has the indicated form. If A is a group, then there is a group U such
that pU =A and Z =U=A is totally projective. It is not dicult to construct a group
Y = LI Bi where each Bi is of the above form, and an exact sequence 0!W ! Y −!
U! 0; such that for every <; 0!pW !pY !pU! 0 is exact. It follows that
if W = −1(pU ) is the closure of W in Y in the -topology, then E : 0!W !W !
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A! 0 is L-pure. Since Y=W =U=pU = Z is totally projective, by the rst part of the
proof, W is L-projective. Therefore, E is an L-projective resolution of A. Finally, if A
is L-projective, then this sequence splits, and the sequence 0!AW ! Y ! Z! 0
shows that A has the required form.
Corollary 14. If  is a limit ordinal; then the group A is K-projective i it can be
embedded in a group of the form Y = LBi where for each Bi there is a < such
that pBi=0 or Z; and Bi=pBi is totally projective. There are enough K-projectives.
Proof. Clearly Y is L-projective. Since KL; Y is also K-projective. Since K is
a dense transformation, any group which can be embedded in Y is also K-projective.
Conversely, since K=(L)p1 ; by Theorem 4, any K-projective can be embedded in
a group of the form Y and by Theorem 2 there are enough such projectives.
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